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INTER-TEX
Chip Guard

Use INTER-TEX Chip Guard to restore OEM texture, finish and
chip resistance to rocker panels, lower sides of quarter panels and
fenders. Available in Black (#4523) and also in white (#4524).

Matches OEM Finish
High Chip Resistance
Flexible

DIRECTIONS:
1. Use IES #1700 or #4700 Super Cleaning Solvent to ensure that the surface is clean, dry and free of corrosion and dirt.
2. Sand area using 220 grit sand paper. Clean with IES #1700 or #4700 Super Cleaning Solvent to remove all sanding dust
when finished.
3. Prime bare metal with IES #4186 Self-Etching Primer.
4. IMPORTANT: Shake INTER-TEX can vigorously before use! Evenly apply 1 to 3 light coats. Film build should be 3.0
mils per coat maximum. Total film build should not exceed a maximum of 8-10 mils. (Note: 8 mils is .008 of an inch or
eight thousands of an inch - a typical business card is 12 thousands of an inch thick). Allow 10-15 minutes flash time
between applying coats. IMPORTANT: Keep can in motion when applying to avoid excessive film build.
5. Allow the final application of INTER-TEX to flash a minimum of 60 minutes at 75°F before applying topcoat.
6. Follow manufacturers instructions before topcoating. Optional: Apply sealer over INTER-TEX for optimum performance.
7. A flex additive is recommended for topcoats (specifically lacquers).
NOTE: Topcoating this product before it has fully cured will cause solvents to be trapped, resulting in coating failure.

HELPFUL HINTS: use a piece of scrap metal to practice spray techniques to match the pattern on the
vehicle being refinished. Pattern and amount of texture can be changed by varying the distance of the
spray can from the substrate being sprayed. Texture pattern/size can be increased by depressing valve
only partially. This will permit more texture using less pressure.

IMPORTANT: Shake INTER-TEX
can vigorously before use!

Product # 4523
Color: BLACK
20 oz. Size Aerosol Can
Net Weight 16.25 oz.
Packaged 12 per case

Product # 4524
Color: WHITE
20 oz. Size Aerosol Can
Net Weight 16.25 oz.
Packaged 12 per case

NOTICE TO PURCHASER: The following warranty is in lieu of all other expressed or implied warranties, specifically all goods are manufactured of first class materials and by competent professionals. We have no control over the use and application
of our products. Our liability shall not exceed the purchase price.
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